Here is your

Eggs-emption
Easter Bunny Package

Join

E.E. Bunny
for Easter fun-time activities

Write a letter to E.E. Bunny. Pop on your bunny ears and dance
the Funny Bunny Hop. Go on an Easter egg hunt. Easter games,
jokes, partying and discoveries are waiting for you.
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EASTER BUNNY LETTER
Write a letter to E.E. Bunny.

Dear

Easter Bunny
Also known as Eggs-emption Easter Bunny
Also known as E.E. Bunny

I’m glad you have

Special Eggs-emption
so you can travel freely around our land for the essential service of

Egg delivery
From
_________________________________________
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EASTER HAT
Use these shapes to make an Easter hat
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FUNNY BUNNY BOP
Invent games and dance moves while you Funny Bunny Bop

FUNNY BUNNY BOP
Funny Bunny bops up and down.
Funny Bunny turns around.
Funny Bunny bop-hop-bops.
Will Funny Bunny stop-stop-stop?

Wiggly-wiggly ears,
Waggly-waggly tail,
Wriggly-wriggly nose.
Funny Bunny bop-hop-hops.

Funny Bunny bops up and down.
Funny Bunny turns around.
Funny Bunny bop-hop-bops.
Will Funny Bunny stop-stop-stop?
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EASTER BUNNY JOKE BOOK

Share Easter Bunny jokes. Add your own jokes, words, pictures and speech bubbles. Cut out
the pages, put them in order and staple together.

What do you get
when you pour hot
water down a rabbit
hole?

Why shouldn’t you tell
an Easter egg a joke?

Hot cross bunnies

It might crack up

9
Knock, knock!
Who's there?
Heidi.
Heidi who?
Heidi the eggs around
the house.
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Knock, knock!
Who's there?
Police.
Police who?
Police hurry up and
find all the eggs.
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How did the Easter
eggs leave the
building?

What do you call a
rabbit with fleas?
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Why did the Easter
Bunny travel on the
roads?

Through the eggs-it
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Why was the Easter
bunny upset?

4

There were no
hare-plane tickets

Eggs-ercise

An egg-straterrestial

5
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It was a bad hare day

What do you call an
Easter egg from outer
space?

What do you call a
tired Easter egg.

Bugs Bunny

Heard any good
yolks today?

How does the Easter
bunny stay fit?

2

It’s been nice
gnawing you

1

What did the Easter
bunny say to the
carrot?

Eggs-hausted

What did one Easter
egg say to the other?
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Knock, knock!
Who's there?
Butcher.
Butcher who?
Butcher eggs in one
basket!

Knock, knock!
Who's there?
Boo.
Boo who?
Don't cry, Easter will
be back next year!
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EASTER COOK BOOK
Start an Easter cook book. Decorate your book with pictures. Add your own recipes.

EASTER
COOK
BOOK

EASTER BUNNY TAILS
INGREDIENTS
3/4 cup rolled oats
1/4 cup honey
1 1/4 cups shredded coconut, plus extra 1/2
cup to coat
METHOD.
With help from a grown-up, pop coconut and
oats in a food processor. Process until finely
chopped. Add the honey and lemon juice.
Process until mixture comes together in a
sticky mess. Roll mixture into balls. Place
extra coconut on a plate. Roll balls in coconut
to lightly coat. Place Easter bunny tails on a
tray and refrigerate until chilled and firm.
Enjoy sharing yummy bunny tail treats with
family and friends.
1

2

3

4
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EASTER EGG HUNT
We’re going on an Easter egg hunt! Add decorations, clues and messages to these eggs. Cut
out the eggs and use them for Easter egg hunting games.
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EASTER EGG TREASURE MAP
Here’s a treasure map to help you plan your Easter egg hunt
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EASTER BUNNY PLAY
Produce your own Easter bunny play. Use this planning sheet to come up with ideas for a
script, concert, puppet play or movie.
Characters

Props

Choreography

Costumes

Stage Directions

Special Effects

Backdrops

Music

Other
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EASTER PARTY
Plan an Easter party

Invitations

Decorations

Costumes
Presentations

Easter
Party

Food

Music

Dancing

Games
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